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ABSTRACT

In recent years there are more than billion of email users .People are dependent on electronic

mails. It has become an urgent and crucial component of communication 'One of the cheapest

and fastest communication mean. Emails can grow at alarge scale. Sorting the emails according

to their content can be a useful and time saving. Cluster analysis can come in action while

classifying the email documents .Cluster unulyli, is a sub-field in machine learning a subfield of

artificial intelligence, that refers to a group of algorithms that try to find a natural grouping of

objects based on some objective metric. In general this problem is hard because a good grouping

might be subjective. The k-means algorithm is one of the simplest and predominantly used

algorithms for unsupervised learning procedure clustering' Existing email clusters are supervised

clusters.

In this thesis, we inherit the simplest machine learning strategies like k-means' k nearest

neighbors and represent an intelligent email classifier combined with both supervised and

un*p"rrir.d algorithm that categorizes email documents based on the body contents'
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1 Introduction

In the current digital era more thango%oof the people are connected to the internet' The same

percentage are of email users . Considering this the amount of email messages sent and received

has grown significantly and more than before we are seriously facing a message overload

problem. To make -urugirg and finding messages easier it is reasonable to classify messages

based on user needs. The specific way for classifying emails can be developed by every person

just the way it is reasonabte for ttre specific user. New innovative features in our email systems

can make our life more smoother .clustering of email documents can be very much productive

and time saving .lt can make communication much more faster 'current clustering approaches

are of type supervised . The process first gets trained with test documents and develop patterns or

similar structures to recognize new incoming emails .It is also sorted with the aid of timestamp

of the emails .This thesis accomplishes clustering in a separate way which will be discussed in

few minutes .Few current clustering involves the header informations of the emails to clusterize

mail documents .Some mail classifier also detects spam emails' Existing email clusters are of

these type. Our work only considers all messages from the inbox folder only'lt deals with raw

text from the email bodies .Any emails containing attachments or html mails are discarded '

clustering techniques are from a subpart of machine rearning or information retrieval processes

which are indeed sub branches of artificial intelligence' The most challenging part of

classification includes the determinations of initial seeds or centroids ' The accuracy of the

classification totally depends on the centroids.Bad selection of centroid can lead a poor result 'As

clustering is a part of information retrieval schemes , a vast area of artificial intelligence' it also

includes basic natural language processing and linguistics in the preprocessing phase'

As email documents will be shorter than any other documents, we will get some advantages in

the preprocessing phase and might get some disadvantages in the output as the emails will be not

uniform and therefore will lack key informations'

In this thesis our goal is to cluster incoming inbox emails from personal account to PRE-

DEFINED labels given by the user. Cluster based on the raw content of the messages 'Messages

with in the cluster must be of the same topic .ln this paper we take a total sample of 550

messages retrieved from the inbox folder. Emails that are very much far from the given user

labels will be stored in an extra different folder named " OTHERS "'Once the documents are

classified a supervise d'lazy'technique will be applied on the folder OTHERS' to extract

documents which are supposed to be assigned in predefined labels but failed due to the noise of

the samPle inPut data.
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1.1 Related Works

our goal was to categoizeincoming mails according predefined labels' several works regarding

data mining have been carried out in the last few decades .Data mining techniques are used to

accomplish the tasks. So we review the representative papers and research works on these

different topics.

Existing works on web text mining and clustering are mainly focused on the different levels like:

web text clustering, Data text mining, web page information extraction etc' web data clustering

researchers Bouras and Tsogkas (2010) proposed an enhanced model based on the standard k-

means algorithm using the external information extracted from wordNet hypernyms in a twofold

manner: enriching the "bag of words" used prior to the clustering process and assisting the label

generation procedure following it. Murali Krishna and Durga Bhavani (2010) proposed the use

of a renowned method, called Apriori algorithm, for mining the frequent item sets and devised an

efficient approach for text clustering based on the frequent item sets' Maheshwari and Agrawal

(2010) proposed centroid-based text clustering for preprocessed data' which is a supervised

approach to classify a text into a set of predefined classes with relatively low computation and

better accuracy. Qiujun (2010) proposed a new approach to news content extraction using

similarity measure based on edit distance to separate the news content from noisy information'

Jaiswal (2xl7)performed the comparison of different clustering methods like K-Means' vector

Space Model (vsM), Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI), andFrtzzy c-Means (FCM) and selected

FCM for web clustering.
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1.2 Contributions

The contributions of us in thesis is summarized below'

l.Extract raw email content from user given credentials.Emails with pictures,attachments are

avoided

2.Removal of stopwords and the creation of vector space model'

3.Assigning smart weights like term frequency and inverse document frequency'

4.Predefinedlabelsarecomputedbythemeansoftheaboveweights.

5.Applying traditional K means algorithm to sort the emails'An unsupervised technique to train

the documents.

6.Applying lazy kneighbours algorithm to the contents that were unable to assign by kmeans

algorithm in the first Place'
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2 Lrterature Review

we studied various clustering algorithms i.e. K-Means, K-Medoid, DBSCAN' CURE' BIRCH'

CLARAN, CHAMELEON, and their variants which use expectation minimization techniques'

Typical clustering models: Many different clustering techniques that have been proposed over

,tr. y"u6 these techniques can be described using the following criteria or models'

Centroid models partition clustering techniques create a one-level partitioning of the data points'

K-means, Kmedoid are the two examples of this model' Both these techniques are based on the

idea that a centre point can represent a cluster. For K-means we use the notion of a centroid'

which is the mean or median point of a group of points' For K-medoid we use the notion of a

medoid, which is the most representative (central) point of a group of points. By its definition a

medoid is required to be an actual data point. CLARANS is a more efficient version of the basic

K-medoid and is used in spatial data mining problems'

Centroid models partition clustering techniques create a one-level partitioning of the data points'

K-means, Kmedoid are the two examples oithis model' Both these techniques are based on the

idea that a centre point can represent a cluster' For K-means we use the notion of a centroid'

which is the mean or median point of a group of points' For K-medoid we use the notion of a

medoid, which is the most representative (centrat) point of a group of points. By its definition a

medoid is required to be an actual data point' CLARANS is a more efficient version of the basic

K-medoid and is used in spatial data mining problems'
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Hierarchical clustering In hierarchical clustering the goal is to produce a hierarchical series of

nested clusters, .unginif.om clusters of individual points at the bottom to an all-inclusive cluster

at the top. 5 A diagram called a dendogram graphically represents this hierarchy and is an

inverted tree that describes the order in which points are merged (bottom-up view) or clusters are

split (top-down view). Hierarchical clustering builds models based on distance connectivity'
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Connectivity based clustering, also known as hierarchical clustering, is based on the core idea of

objects being more related to nearby objects than to objects farther away' As such' these

algorithms connect "objects" to form "clusters" based on their distance' A cluster can be

described largely Uy the maximum distance needed to connect parts of the cluster' At different

distances, different clusters will form, which can be represented using a dendrogram' which

explainswherethecommonname''hierarchicalclustering''comesfrom.

Distributionmodels:Theclusteringmodelmostcloselyrelatedtostatisticsisbasedon
distributionmodels.Clusterscantheneasilybedefinedasobjectsbelongingmostlikelytothe
same distribution. A nice property of this upptoa"h is that this closely resembles the way

artificial data sets are generated: by ,un-Ipting random objects from a distribution' Clusters are

modelledusingstatisticdistributions,suchasmultivariatenormaldistributionsusedbythe
Expectationmaximizati on al gorithm'

Graph-BasedClustering:Thehierarchicalclusteringalgorithmscanbeviewedasoperatingona
proximity graph. However, they are most commonly viewed in terms of merging or splitting

clusters, and often there is no mention of graph related concepts' There are som€ clustering

techniques, however, that are explicitly "*t 
in terms of a graph or a hyper graph' Many of these

algorithmsarebasedontheideaoflookingatthenearestneighboursofapoint.

2.2 Related work There are many clustering algorithms based on the models listed above' we

studied some selected algorithms from thesJ clustering models to understand concepts behind

each algorithm. By this study we tried to find out the limitations of these algorithms'

K-MeanClustering[8]TheK-meansclusteringtechniqueisverysimple.K.meansusesthe
notion of a centroid, which is the mean or m"dlan point of a group of points' a centroid almost

never corresponds to an actual data point' Basic Algorithm for finding K clusters' Given k' the k-

means algorithm is implemented in 4 steps:

1. Partition objects into k nonempty subsets'

2.Computeseedpointsasthecentroidsoftheclustersofthecurrentpartition.Thecentroidis
the centre (mean point) of the cluster'

3. Assign each object to the cluster with the nearest seed point'

4. Go back to Step 2, stop when no more new assignment'

K-MedoidsClustering[9]TheobjectiveofK-medoidclusteringistofindanon.overlappingset
ofclusterssuchthateachclusterhasamostrepresentativepoint,i'e.,apointthatismost
centrally located with respect to some measure, e'g'' distance' These representative points are

called medoids. Basic K-medoid Algorithm for finding K clusters:
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l.SelectKinitialpoints.Thesepointsarethecandidatemedoidsandareintendedtobethemost
central Points of their clusters'

2. Consider the effect of replacing one of the selected objects (medioids) with one of the non-

selected objects. The distance of each non-selected point from the closest candidate medoid is

calculated, and this distance is summed over alr points. This distance represents the "cost" of the

current confrguration. All possible swaps of a non-selected point for a selected one are

considered, and the cost ofeach configuration is calculated'

3. Select the configuration with the lowest cost. If this is a new configuration, then repeat step 2.

4. Otherwise, associate each non-serected point with its closest selected point (medoid) and stop'

CLARANS itself grew out of two clustering algorithms, PAM and CLARA' it was developed

specifically for use in spatial data mining. pAM (partitioning Around Medoids) is a "K-medoid"

based clustering algorithm that attempts to cluster a set of m points into K clusters' CLARA

(clustering LARge Applications) is an adaptation of PAM' for handling larger data sets' It works

byrepeatedlysamplingasetofdatapoints,calculatingthemedoidsofthesample,and
evaluating the cost of tt," configuration that consists of these 

..sample-derived,, medoids and the

entire data set. The set of medoids that minimizes the cost is selected' The algorithm can be

stated as follows:

l. Randomly pick K candidate medoids'

2. Randomly consider a swap of one of the selected points for a non-selected point'

3. tf the new configuration is better, i.e., has lower cost, then repeat step 2 with the new

configuration.4.Otherwise,repeatstep2withthecurrentconfigurationunlessaparameterized
limit has been exceeded. (For e"umple, limit is set to max (250' K *(m - K))'

5. Compare the current solution with any previous solutions and keep track of the best'

6.Returntosteplunlessaparameterizedlimithasbeenexceeded.

DBSCAN is a density based clustering algorithm that works with a number of different distance

metrics. when DBSCAN has processed a set of data points, a point will either be in 7 a cluster or

will be classified as noise. DBSCAN is based on the concepts of a point being"density

reachable" and "density connected". Conceptually, data points fall into three classes

: 1. Core points. These are points that are at the interior of a cluster' A point is an interior point if

there are enough points in its neighbourhood, i.e', if the number of points within a given
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neighbourhood around the point exceeds a certain threshold, as determined by the distance

function and a supplied distance parameter. If two core points belong to each otherEs

neighbourhoods, then the core points belong to the same cluster'

2. Border points. A border point is a point that is not a core point, i'e', there are not enough

points in its neighbourhood, but it falls within the neighbourhood of a core point'

3. Noise points. A noise point is any point that is not a core point or a border point'

Thus, for DBSCAN, a cluster is the set of all core points whose neighbourhoods transitively

connect them together, along with some border points'

CURE (Clustering Using Representatives) is a clustering algorithm that uses a variety of

different techniques to create an approach which can handle large data sets, outliers' and clusters

with non-spherical shapes and non-uniform sizes. We summarize our description of CURE by

explicitly listing the different steps:

1. Draw a random sample from the data set'

2. Partition the sample into p equal sized partitions'

3. Cluster the points in each cluster using the hierarchical clustering algorithm to obtain m/pq

clusters in each partition and a total of m/q clusters. Some outlier elimination occurs during this

process.

4. Eliminate outliers. This is the second phase of outlier elimination'

5.Assignalldatatothenearestclustertoobtainacompleteclustering.

Chameleon is a clustering algorithm that combines an initial partitioning of the data using an

efficient graph partitioning algorithm with a novel hierarchical clustering scheme that

dynamically models clusters. The key idea is that two clusters will be merged only if the

resulting cluster is similar to the original clusters, i.e. self-similarity is preserved' In short' the

steps of the Chameleon algorithms are:

l. Build a k-nearest neighbour graph'

2. Partition the graph into partitions using a multilevel graph-partitioning algorithm'

3. perform a hierarchical clustering starting with the partitions. This hierarchical clustering will

merge the clusters which best preserve the cluster self-similarity with respect to relative

interconnectivity and relative closeness'
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BIRCH (Balanced and Iterative Reducing and Clustering using Hierarchies) is based on the

notion of a clustering feature (CF) and a CF tree. The idea is that a cluster of data points

(vectors) can be represented by a triple of numbers (N, LS, SS), where N is the number of points

in the cluster, LS is the linear sum of the points, and SS is the sum of squares of the points' A CF

tree is built as the data is scanned. As each data point is encountered, the CF tree is traversed,

starting from the root and choosing the closest node at each level' When the closest "lea?'cluster

for the current data point is finally identified, a test is performed to see if adding the data item to

the candidate cluster will result in a new cluster with a diameter greater than the given threshold,

T. If not, then the data point is "added" to the candidate cluster by updating the cF information'

The cluster information for all nodes from the leaf to the root is also updated' BIRCH consists of

a number of phases beyond the initial creation of the cF tree' The phases of BIRCH are as

follows:

1. Load the data into memory by creating a cF tree that "summarizes" the data'

2. Build a smaller cF tree if it is necessary for phase 3' T is increased, and then the leaf node

entries (clusters) are reinserted. Since T has increased, some clusters will be merged'

3. Perform global clustering. Different forms of global clustering (clustering which uses the pair

wise distances between all the clusters) can be used'

4. Redistribute the data points using the centroids of clusters discovered in step 3 and thus'

discover a new set of clusters. By repeating this phase, multiple times' the process converges to a

local minimum. Because of page size constraints and the T parameter, points that should be in

one cluster are sometimes split, and points that should be in different ctusters are sometimes

combined. Also, if the data set contains duplicate points, these points can sometimes be clustered

differently, depending on the order in which they are encountered'
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3 Technical Review

3.IOVERVIEWoFKMEANSALGORITHM
k.meansisoneofthesimplestunsupervisedlearningalgorithmsthatsolvethewell
known clustering problem. The procedure follows a simple and easy way to classify a

given data set through a certain number of clusters (assume k clusters) fixed apriori' The

main idea is to define k centers, one for each cluster' These centers should be placed in a

cunning way because of different location causes different result' So' the better

choice is to place them as much as possible far away from each other' The next step is

totakeeachpointbelongingtoagivendatasetandassociateittothenearest
center.Whennopointispending,thefirststepiscompletedandanearlygroupage
is done. At this point we need to re-calculate k new centroids as barycenter of the clusters

resulting from the previous step. After we have these k new centroids' a new binding has to

be done between the same data set points and the nearest new center' A loop has been

generated. As a result of this loop we may notice that the k centers change their location

stepbystepuntilnomorechangesaredoneorinotherwordscentersdonotmoYeany
more.Finally,thisalgorithmaimsatminimizinganobjectivefunctionknowassquared
error function given bY:

C Ct " '2rv): 
ErEr(l*-'+l|)

where,

Alsorithmic steps for k-means clusterins

LetX:{X1,X2,X3,........,Xn}bethesetofdatapointsandV={vl'v2'"""''v"}bethesetof
centers.

1) Randomly select 'c' cluster centers'

2) Calculate the distance between each data point and cluster centers'

3) Assign the data point to the cluster center whose distance from the cluster center is minimum

of all the cluster centers..

'llx, - v;ll ' is the Euclidean distance between x; and vi'

'c;' is the number of data points in i'fr cluster'

'c' is the number of cluster centers'
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4) Recalculate the new cluster center using:

CCi"2
,(v):,i,F:r(l* -'+ll)

where, 'c;' represents the number of data points in i'fr cluster'

5) Recalculate the distance between each data point and new obtained cluster centers'

6) If no data point was reassigned then stop' otherwise repeat from step 3)'

Advantages

l) Fast, robust and easier to understand'

2) Relatively efficient: o(tknd), where n is # objects, k is # clusters' d is # dimension of each

ol.;".,, and i is # iterations' Normally' k' t' d << n'

3)Givesbestresultwhendatasetaredistinctorwellseparatedfromeachother.

ihi

ei

:.1'i'i
,.'",,t" , t

FigI'showirrgtlre.testrltofk.meatrtf*r,.1*.'=6tarri1.l..=i

Note: For more detailed figure for k-means algorithm please refer to k-means figure sub page'

Disadvantages

1) The learning algorithm requires apriori specification of the number of cluster centers'

*.r,Ll.
.F)
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2) The use of Exclusive Assignment - lf there are two highly overlapping data then k-means

will not be able to resolve that there are two clusters'

3)Thelearningalgorithmisnotinvarianttonon-lineartransformationsi.e.withdifferent
representation of data we get

different results (data represented in form of cartesian co-ordinates and polar co-ordinates will

give different results).

4) Euclidean distance measures can unequally weight underlying factors.

5)Thelearningalgorithmprovidesthelocaloptimaofthesquarederrorfunction.

6) Randomly choosing of the cluster center cannot lead us to the fruitful result' Pl' refer Fie'

7)Applicableonlywhenmeanisdefinedi.e.failsforcategoricaldata.

8) Unable to handte noisy data and outliers'

9) Algorithm fails for non-linear data set'

Fig II: Slrl:lr.irrg the *arr-lin*ar d*ta sel r,c,:il*re k-rrrealrs algu;rrtlurr faiil

3 .2 OYERVIEW OF K NEAREST NEIGHBOUR

ALGORITHM

The nearest neighbor (NN) rule identifies the category of unknown data point on the basis of its

nearest neighbor *t os" class is already known' This rule is widely used in pattern recognition '

text categor ization, ranking models , object recognition and event recognition applications' T'

M. Cover and P. E. Hart purpose k-nearest neighbor (kNN) in which nearest neighbor is

calculated on the basis of value of k, that specifies how many nearest neighbors are to be
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considered to define class of a sample data point . T. Bailey and A. K. Jain improve kNN which

is based on weights . The training points are assigned weights according to their distances from

sample data point. But still, the computational complexity and memory requirements remain the

main concern always. To overcome memory limitation, size of data set is reduced' For this' the

repeated patterns, which do not add extra information, are eliminated from training samples ' To

further improve, the data points which do not affect the result are also eliminated from training

data set . Besides the time and memory limitation, another point which should be taken care of is

the value of k, on the basis of which category of the unknown sample is determined' Gongde

Guo selects the value of k using model based approach . The model proposed automatically

selects the value of k. similarly, many improvements are proposed to improve speed of classical

kNNusingconceptofranking,falseneighbotinformation'clustering'TheNNtrainingdataset
can be structured using various techniques to improve over memory limitation of kNN' The kNN

implementation can be dor" using ball tree , k-d tree , nearest feature line (NFL) ' tunable metric

, principal axis search tree and orthogonal search tree ' The tree structured training data is

divided into nodes, whereas techniques like NFL and tunable metric divide the training data set

according to planes. These algorithms increase the speed of basic kNN algorithm'

Nearestneighbortechniquesaredividedintotwocategories:l)Structurelessand2)Structure
Based. A. Structure ress NN techniques The k-nearest neighbor lies in first category in which

whole data is classified into training data and sample data point' Distance is evaluated from all

training points to sampre point and the point with lowest distance is called nearest neighbor' This

techniqueisveryeasytoimplementbutvalueofkaffectstheresultinsomecases.Baileyuses
weights with classicuf f.f.W and gives algorithm named weighted kNN (WkNN) ' WkNN

evaluates the distances as per value of k-and weights are assigned to each calculated value' and

then nearest neighbor is decided and class is assigned to sample data point' The Condensed

Nearest Neighbor (cNN) algorithm stores the patterns one by one and eliminates the duplicate

ones. Hence, cNN removes the data points which do not add more information and show

similarity with other training data set. The Reduced Nearest Neighbor (RNN) is improvement

overCNN;itincludesonemorestepthatiseliminationofthepatternswhicharenotaffecting
the training data set result. The another technique called Model Based kNN selects similarity

measures and create a'similarity matrix' from given training set' Then' in the same category'

largest local neighbor is found that covers large number of neighbors and a data tuple is located

with largest global neighborhood. These steps are repeated until all data tuples are grouped' once

data is formed using model, kNN is executed to specify category of unknown sample' Subash C'

Bagui and Sikha Bagui improve the kNN by introducing the concept of ranks' The method pools

all the observations belonging to different categories and assigns rank to each category data in

ascending order. Then observations are counted and on the basis ofranks class is assigned to

unknown sample. lt is very much useful in case of multi-variants data' In Modified kNN' which

is modification of wkNN validity of all data samples in the training data set is computed'

accordingly weights are assigned and then validity and weight both together set basis for

classifying the class of the sample data point. Yong zeng, Yupu Zeng and Liang Zhou define the
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new concept to classify sample data point. The method introduces the pseudo neighbor' which is

not the actual nearest neighbor; but a new nearest neighbor is selected on the basis ofvalue of

weighted sum of distances of kNN of unclassified patterns in each class' Then Euclidean

distance is evaluated and pseudo neighbor with greater weight is found and classified for

unknown sample. ln the technique purposed by Zhou Yong , clustering is used to calculate

nearest neighbor. The steps include, first of ari removing the samples which are lying near to the

border, from training set. cluster each training set by k value clustering and all cluster centers

form new training set. Assign weight to each cluster according to number of training samples

each cluster have.

B. Structure based NN techniques The second category of nearest neighbor techniques is based

on structures of data like Ball Tree, k-d Tree, principal axis Tree (PAT)' orthogonal structure

Tree (oST), Nearest feature line (NFL), center Line (cL) etc' Ting Liu introduces the concept of

BallTree.Aballtreeisabinarytreeandconstructedusingtopdownapproach.Thistechniqueis
improvement over kNN in terms of speed' The leaves of the tree contain relevant information

andinternalnodesareusedtoguideefficientsearchthroughleaves.Thek-dimensionaltrees
divide the training data into two parts, right node and left node' Left or right side of tree is

searched according to query records. Af[r reaching the terminal node' records in terminal node

are examined to hnd the closest data node to query record' The concept of NFL given by Stan

z.Li andchan K.L. divide the training data inio plane. A feature line (FL) is used to find nearest

neighbor. For this, FL distance between query point a'd each pair of feature line is calculated for

each class. The resultant is set ofdistances. The evaluated distances are sorted into ascending

order and the NFL distance is assigned as rank 1' An improvement made over NFL is Local

Nearest Neighbor which evaluates the feature line and feature point in each class' for points only'

whose corresponding prototypes are neighbors of query point' YongliZhou and changshui

zhangintroduce new metric for evaluati-ng distances for NFL rather than feature line' This new

metric is termed as "Tunable Metric". It follows the same procedure as NFL but at first stage it

usestunablemetrictocalculatedistanceandthenimplementstepsofNFL.CenterBasedNearest
Neighbor is improvement over NFL and Tunable Nearest Neighbor' It uses center base line (cL)

that connects sample point with known labeled points. First of all CL is calculated, which is

straight line passing through training sample and center of class' Then distance is evaluated from

query point to cL, and nearest neighbor is evaluated. PAT permits to divide the training data into

efficient manner in term of speed for nearest neighbor evaluation' It consists of two phases 1)

PATConstruction2)PATSearch.PATusesprincipalcomponentanalysis(PCA)anddividesthe
data set into regions containing the same number of points' once tree is formed kNN is used to

search nearest neighbor in pAT. The regions can be determined for given point using binary

search. The osT uses orthogonal vector. It is an improvement over PAT for speedup the process'

It uses concept of "length (norm)", which is evaluated at first stage' Then orthogonal search tree
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is formed by creating a root node and assigning all data points to this node' Then left and right

nodes are formed using pop operation'

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF KNN

Robust to noisy training data(especially

"distance")

Effective if the training data is large'

if we use inverse square of weighted distance as the

NeedtodeterminethevalueofparameterK(numberofnearestneighbours)

computation cost is high because we need to calculate of query instance to all training

sumpl.s.some indexinjtit. ro Tree may reduce the computational cost.

3.3 EMAIL MESSAGE FORMAT

The email message format is defined in RFc (Request for comments) 5322 (released in october

200g) and also some additional RFCs from 2045 io z}ag.collectively, these RFCs are called

Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions' or in short MIME'

An email message consists of two major sections:

. Header contains information about the sender, receiver, subject, date, etc

.Bodyisthemessageitselfastextandisthesameasthebodyofaregularletter

Now, let's take a look at the main fields of an email header:

. Date - time of sending out the email message

. From - usually the author of the email

. To - one or many recipients of email

. Cc - recipients who are not directly related to message but may be interested in the information

containing in email

.Bcc_recipientsonthatfiledwillremaininvisibletootheraddressees
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. Subject - a short summary of the contents of email All these fields contain valuable

information to classify an email message. In addition we can also use information in the email

body and if an attachm"nt i, added, this is also a good piece of information to use' The email

body can be written in plain text or in HTML'

ourthesisonlyworkwiththebodypartoftheemail.Sowewillbedealingwithrawtextonly.

SeveralmethodsandfunctionswasrequiredtocarryouttherawtextmessagesandtoSaveaS
text documents which are fetched for preprocessing system'

3.4)STOP WORD REMOVAL

When working with text mining applications, we often hear of the term "stop words" or "stop

word list,, or even "stop list". Stop words are basically a set of commonly used words in any

language, not just English. The reason why stop *o'd' are critical to many applications is that' if

we remove the words that are very commonty u"O in a given language' we can focus on the

important words instead. For example, in the context of a search engine' if your search query is

..how to develop information retrieval applications,,, If the search engine tries to find web pages

that contained the terms ,,how,,, ,,to,, ,,de;elop", "information", "retrieval", "applications" the

search engine is going to find a lot more pug", that contain the terms ..how,,, ..to,, than pages that

contain information about developing inior*ation retrieval apprications because the terms "how"

and "to" are So commonly used in the English language' So' if we disregard these two terms' the

search engine can actually focus on retriwing pages that contain the keywords: "develop"

.,information" "retrieval" o'applications" - which would more closely bring up pages that are

reallyofinterest.Thisisjustthebasicintuitionforusingstopwords.

Stop words are generally thought to be a "single set of words"' It really can mean different

things to different applications. For 
"*u*plt, 

in some applications removing all stop words right

from determiners (e.g. the, a, an) to prepositions (e.g' above, across' before) to some adjectives
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(e.g.good,nice)canbeanappropriatestopwordlist.Tosomeapplicationshowever,thiscanbe
detrimental. For instance, in sentiment analysis removing adjective terms such as 'good' and

,nice, as well as negations such as 'not' can throw algorithms off their tracks' In such cases' one

can choose to use a minimal stop list consisting ofjust determiners or determiners with

prepositions or just coordinating conjunctions depending on the needs of the application'

3.5 VECTOR SPACE MODEL

The vector space model procedure can be divided in to three stages' The first stage is the

document indexing *1,"r" content U"uringitt;s are extracted from the document text' The

second stage is the weighting of the indeied terms to enhance retrieval of document relevant to

the user. The last stage ranks the docume"i *i,r.r respect to the query according to a similarity

measure.

The vector space model has been criticized for being ad hoc

It is obvious that many of the words in a document do not describe the content, words like the, is'

By using automatic do.r.n"nt indexing thor" ,on significant words (function words) are

removed from the O""r*""t vector, ,o ,f'," Oot'meni will only be represented. by,content bearing

words. This indexing can be based on t"* r."quency, whereierms fhat have both high and low

frequency within u ol""r*lr, u." 
"onrid.."d 

to'be function words' ln practice' term frequency

has been difficurt to implement in automatic indexing. Instead the use of a stop list which holds

common words to remove high freque";;;";Jt atto"p word$ which makes the indexing method

language dependenti in g"""i"f, 4O-5Ooh'of the toial number of *o'ds in a document are removed

with the helP of a stoP list '

Nonlinguisticmethodsforindexinghavealsobeenimplemented.Probabilisticindexingisbased
on the assumption that there is some statliicat differente in the distribution of content bearing

words,andfunction*o,a,.Probabilisti.ino.,.ingranksthetermsinthecollectionw.r.t.theterm
frequency in the whole collection. The function words are modeled by a Poisson distribution

over all documents, as content bearing ;;t cannot be modeled' The use of Poisson model has

been expand to Beinoulli model .R*il;;;n u*ornuti" indexing method which uses serial

clustering or*o.0, in text has been introduced .The value of suc-h clustering is an indicator if the

word is content bearing'

3.6 TERM FREQUENCY AND NVERSE DOCUMENT

FREQUENCY

In information-retrieval, tf-idf, short for term frequency-inverse document frequency' ls a

numerical statistic ttrui i, intended to reflect how important a.word is to a document in a

collection or corpus. It is often used as a weighting factor in,information retrieval and text

mining. The tf-idf value increases proporti""TiL, t]o *,e number of times a word appears in the

document, but is offset by the frequency of the word in the corpus' which helps to adjust for the

i*, tf',u, some words upplu' more frequently in general'
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Variations of the tf-idf weighting scheme are often used by search engines as a central tool in

scoring and ranking a docuirent'i relevance given a user query' tf-idf can be successfully used

for stop-words filtering in various subject fie'ids includingtext summarization and classification'

one of the simplest ranking-functions is computedby summing the tf-idf for each query term;

many more sophisticaieJ.inf.ing functions aie variants of this simple model'

SupposewehaveasetofEnglishtextdocumentsandwishtodeterminewhichdocumentismost
relevanttothequery"thebrowncow"'Asimplewaytostartoutisbyeliminatingdocuments
that do not contain all three words "the", "brown", and "cow", but this still leaves many

documents. To further distinguish them, we might count the number of times each term occurs in

each document and sum them all together; the number of times a term occurs in a document is

called rts term frequencY'

The first form of term weighting is due to Hans Peter Luhn (1957) and is based on the Luhn

AssumPtion:

. The weight of a term that occurs in a document is simply proportional to the term frequency'

In the case of the term frequency tf(r,fl, the simplest choice is to use the row frequency of a

terminadocument,i.e.thenumberoftimesthatterm/occursindocumentd'Ifwedenotethe
rawfrequencyofrby.f,,a,thenthesimpletfschemeistf(r,d1:f,,l.otherpossibilitiesinclude

.Boolean"frequencies":tf(/,d;:liftoccursindand0otherwise;

. logarithmically scaled frequency: tf(t'd) : 1 + loEfi't' or 
.zeto 

if f1'a is zero;

o &ugfit€hted frequency, to prevent a bias towards longer documents' e'g' raw frequency

divided by the *u*i*u-iaw frequency of any term in the document:

/,..r
rf{*- d} : 0.5 + 0.5 ' *r*{/r,,u:tI€d}
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tryei$hting scheme L.JI weignt

'0t1: hinarY
:--. " ...*--.**-."^. t-
. re\r, trefiuencY 1 Ji,d
,r
,ran,frequency 1Ji'd

i-:-,.,-- r - |iiJtd',liJtd',| --i^!f r rlK- i

double norrnalization 0-b u'i) -l- ''"' **1r,ea) ft_a

Variants of TF weight

idf(t,.F) : los

with

l 
douhle normalizalion r{ i 

* 
" 

(1 - fr} **ffi fu,, 
.ri

Because the term "the" is so common' ttlT.fr:3utn"v.Il*:l,t:.:l;::t:ll1""flXn"tt^
documents which happen to use tt" *o'o ltt''ffi*"1:::'llil:,y,':1".1t,*::Jf 

ffff:loTttn'
ffiffi:.;Hj;1,ffi?ffilx.:rffi^':,"0i**,:rti::."tire" 

is not a good kevword to

distinguish relevant 
""a ""r-*revant 

documents and terms' unlike the less common words

,,brown,, and ,,cow,,. H".,"" un inverse d";;;;;; jrequency factor is incorporated which

diminishes the weight of terms tt',ut o"t'ii;;;I"ffitly in the document set and increases the

weight of terms that occur rarelY'

Karen Spiirck Jones (r972) conceived astatistical interpretation of term specificity called IDF'

which became a cornerstone of term weighting:

. The specifiCity of a term can be quantified as an inverse function of the number of

documents in which it occurs'

The inverse document frequency is a measure of how much information the word provides'

that is, whether the term is common or rare across all documents' It is the logarithmically

scaled inverse fraction of the documents that contain the word' obtained by dividing the total

number of documents by the number of documents containing the term' and then taking the

logarithm of that quotient'

N

a

I

l{d€D:t€d}l

.lV. total numher of 'doculrents in the cCIrpus:V * l.Dl

|{derr:ted}|.nurnberqfdocHrlentsrnrherelhetermtappears{i.e'.
tfti, d) I 0) lt the terl1l is not in the corpus, this it'ill lead to a dluision-bv-zero [t is

therefore cor]rmon to adjust the denominat0r lD I -F l{d € D : i € d}t '
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Then tf-idf is calculated as

tfidfit, d, D!= tf(t, d) ' idf(t, 'D)

A high weight in tf-idf is reached by a high term frequency (in the given document) and a low

document frequency of the term in the whlle collection of documents; the weights hence tend to

filteroutcommonterms.Sincetheratioinsidetheidfslogfunctionisalwaysgreaterthanor
equal to 1 , the value of idf (and tf-ido is greater than or equal to 0' As a term appears in more

documents, the ratio inside the logarithmlpp.ou"hes 1 , bringing the idf and tf-idf closer to 0'

Recornmended TF'lDF weightin g sch emes

weighting schemefte document terrn iterrn weight 
'

query term weight
I

(0.',0',stu) ,"**

2 rt*logJr,a
t{

r (1 * los ft,a) 'log -I \- fit
L

3.7 THE DOT PRODUCT

Let's begin with the definition of the dot product for two vectors:

;:in1,{i.!,n,3,...} und t: {l'1,f,3,[3" "]'*h...anandbnarethecomponentsofthe

vector (features of the document, or TF-IDF values for each word of the document in our

example) and the n is the dimension of the vectors:

d'6: Ii:, oibi: ar&r * o:b: * '''* rl"b"

As you can see, the definition of the dot product is a.simple,multiplication of each component

from the both vectors added together. Sei an example of a dot product for two vectors with 2

dimensions each (2D):
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0-: (0. 3)

6: 1,+. ntr

A.b-:0*d*3*0:0

The first thing you probably noticed is that the result of a dot product between two vectors isn't another

vector but a single value, a scalar.

This is all very simple and easy to understand, but what is a dot product ? What is the intuitive idea

behind it ? What does it *eanio have a dot product of zero ? To understand it, we need to understand

what is the geometric definition of the dot product:

n-"i: llfrllllilll cuso

Rearranging the equation to understand it better using the commutative property, we have:

d .i : llr-lllldll ras e

5o, r,vlrat [s tl're tefin llftll rUsd ? Tlris ternr 1s t]'re Srro.iectiolt sf tire 'Jettor A intCI thr vectfir I
as shown on the image below:

Tr^ ^-^.rr+i.^ ^j-;- :.:---. 'b^I r,i L?,'Lji;.il/i'J, !; - li=l ,u; r..,-;r -' =

r..ecig,r 5, S,,i l/r,iijiiS*,ljs,

trlow, r"+i:at happ**s wherr the ve{tor fr is orthogsrral (with an angle of 90 degrees} to the

vector $ like on the irnage be{orn, ?
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-".^ -..i:^...--a.: ..,'-f:ft 'l_': Jil
' lt.-,1 Li,i v-,JiiU: ) =! -r', -

c;.$,rffs or;;l-*;"

Therer,'ulttbenoacljace*tsideorrtiretrial'rg[e'itr'viltbeequivalenttozrl'B'th*term

|iii||mH//,lvitlbezet.oanrltjreresu[tlr.:gnrultiplica{iortwiththernagnittldecrftirerlectorii
r"l.,il1 atro be zero' Now you kngul that. t,vhell tlre clot prr:duct bettrieen two c}iffer.en{ vectors

is zero, they .lre orthogonal to each otlr:r (they lrave an angte of 90 degrees)' this is 
"r 

riery

ne.1t d{ay to clr*ck tlre or-thogonality of dlfferent vectois' lt is atso irnpo*ant to note thdt

r,ve are u:ing 2D exanrplts, hut tlre mosi arnazing fact alrsut it is ti'rat we can atro calcutate

angtesandsirnitarityhetvueenVe(torsinlrigher<linrerrsionalspi]Ce5,andthati:lvhymath

tet rrs see farthan the oSrioss grrefl l'\rhen !tr'e carl't visualize or imagine r'vhat is the 'rngle

betrc/een tlvo vectols with twelve climensions for itrstance'

3.8 THE COSINE SIMILARITY

The cosine similarity between two vectors (or two documents on the vector Space) is a measure

that calculates the cosine of the angle between them. This metric is a measurement of orientation

and not magnitude, it can be seen as u 
"otnpuritonbetween 

documents on a normalized space

because we're not taking into the consideration only the magnitude of each word count (tf-idD of

each document, but the angle between the Jocum"nts' Wtraiwe have to do to build the cosine

similarity equation ir tL ,oiu" the equation of the dot product for the coso:

d"il: ll,illllillr,$so

c$50:

And that is it, this is the cosine similarity formula. cosine Similarity will generate a metric that

says how related are two documents by looking at the angle instead of magnitude' like in the

examples below:

a.I
ilalillill
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$ifisxr nrew
Sffi \iqtler$ rr ffis dirF(tsn
itrurr i{,|{utn {rl'' is rf.r I tlflU'
hri,lru ul rtf rult ls lsr I . t'. tl}jl-

{Jnr*{flrral *F rq
sGB ly'eflom srs nnnry GlsItral
Andlc hcf*a+n *s{ tt r4sr gfi dF4

{io;r^G cd dngit i* m*t B 6 S;i

elfr(,rrilyrilrOr
Sr:5rE lbclnP. in nplrqrrr 'lr?rr:r irn

.An{h N'scPr} :l*r ir Fas 1$$ +lq
luilrr c'angl* t* r,eat'I B. '"{{il'

f,';+-, ii!i,r1* :ii/tlilo,'ii:' :'ffj,!*! ic,'gij':tere'1I ;lc'1;,i '€'1i5' i :;Il': ;''"+':;':'" :' i; ;:5i'J' -i

..-,- ,-!:," -..a,i. :

'i;u;il-9 i''=-' - '

Note that even if we had a vector pointing to a point far from another vector, they still could have

an small angle and that is the central point on the use of Cosine Similarity' the measurement

tends to ignore the higher term count on documents' Suppose we have a document with the word

,,sky,, appearing 200 tim"s and another document with the word "sky" appearing 50' the

Euclidean distance between them will be higher but the angle will still be small because they are

pointing to the same direction, which is what matters when we are comparing documents'

Now that we have a vector Space Model of documents (like on the image below) modeled as

vectors (with TF-IDF countsi and also have a formula to calculate the similarity between

different documents in this space'
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3.9 CENTROID SELECTION

Centroid selection is the most trickiest part of the entire process.Here centroid is meant by a

documentwhichrepresentsalltheotherdocumentsinthatcluster,thatisallthedocumentsof
that cluster is very much relevant or similar to the centroid document.one can randomry assign a

centroid and calculate rest of the centroids by the aid of the distant measurement like cosine

similarities.That is the next centroid will be th" on. which has the maximum differences from the

randomly chosen one, and the process continues until there are k centroids'The methodology

does not work well all the time.It has some limitations.The random selection might not pick the

correctdocumentvectorfortheinitialcentroidsandthustherestofthecentroidsmightendup
withambiguouscentroids.Inthisthesiswepredefinedthelabelsforinitialcentroids.Theuser
will know what and how many categories there might be in their inboxes'So it is upto the user

who takes the responsibilities of choosing the predefined label'And therefore the clusters

centroids are picked as the labels created by the user'
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4 System Design ,Tools ,Algorithm and Methodology

For our experiment, we used pure JAVA and the eclipse luna IDE the editor.

AlgorithmweusedisKmeansandKnearestneighboralgorithm.

Methodologies we followed are Morphologically open Image, Subtracting Back ground from

Email body extraction , Tokenizing, Stopword removal ,constructing vSM 'Normalizing 
the

vectors ,Assigning TFIDF, and hence measuring the closeness with cosine similarities etc

System Ar*hits*t$I:*

ffi-)
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llullll[&flt

l'lgd**r
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-11

ffiffiffi
!ar,tn$uld trfiiltili;i*tr ii 'rr
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9'

?I --rtiffi;;*"|'
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4.1 DATA COLLECTION

For the purpose of the thesis our data was from my personal email messages at gmail'com'A total

of550messagesrepresenttheentirecorpus.Itconsistmailsfromdifferentindividualsandfrom
different social sites.Mails with null body html documents are discarded while extracting it'we

usedpurejavaprogrammingusingttremaitandmail.internetlibrariesofjavamailAPl.The
protocol we used was imaPs'
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4.LEXTRACTING RAW TEXT MAILS IN FOLDE'R

Weusedimapsprotocoltoachievethetask.ThejavamailAPlcomeshandy
the task.Steps required to extract the mails are as follows:

Step 1- Define Protocol

iirp z - Get a session instance to read email

Stip 3 - Access emails through store class

Step 4 - Read Inbox

Stepl:DefineProtocol
ptoit".tpropefty("mail'store'protocol" ,'' imaps")

First we need to define the protocol for processing emails'

SMTP - is the Protocolto send email

POP3 - is the protocol to receive emails

IMAP-IMAPisanacronymforlnternetMessageAccessProtocol.Itsan
receiving messages.

while accomPlishing
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This property takes two parameters (key, Value) key is "mail'store'protocol" and its

value is ',imaps,i since we are going io read email protocol is defined as "imaps"

Step 2 : Get a session instance to read email
This property is used to get a session instance for reading email and its done as shown

below in the code.

Session session : Session.getlnstance(props, null);

stores. and listening to connection eYents'

We will b;makine;se of ;nnect(String host'string user'string password) method to

connect to specified host and get access to Inbox'

summon. so -{ar we have creqted a session and connected to gmail host with our usernome and

Step4:Rea.dInbpx
We are almost done. now"get ac-cess to vour email using 'MeSSage' class aS Shown below

and tvpecast the content ofEe mail tp Multipart to read the bodv of the email'

lrt.Siag"rnrg: inbo*.g.tM. ;

Herc,l-tndiqatqslbe -fil$-enqa1lre-c-elYed in Jlur -tlbgL 4ndgetMessags9sun0-wrllgive*y-sq Lhs

il*u.ioi-"*uil, in rou,. inbo". So 
'."ud,h" 

tu*, "-uil 
u...

Once the mails are saved as raw text documents,the preprocessing technique stafts'

4.3 PREPROCESSING TASK

The preprocessing task includes , tokenizing, stop word removal, identify key words' assign tfidf

scheme,normalization,creating the vector space model'

The input to the preprocessing step is a data directory that contains all the documents to be

processed. The documents may also be contained within subdirectories of the input directory'

The output is the vector space model described in the above section, which can be represented as
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Then we negd to opelr the required folder in Read mode'

inbox.open(Folder.READ*ONLY);
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a highly sparse word-by-document matrix. We store this sparse matrix by using the Compressed

column Storage(ccS) format.In this format, we record the value of each non-zero element'

alongwithitsrowandcolumnindex.Thecolumnindicesrepresenttheinputdocuments,therow
indices represent ids of distinct words present in the document collection' and the non-zero

entriesinthematrixrepresentthefrequenciesofwordsindocuments.Figuregivesanoutlineof
the preprocessing atgorithm. The algorithm first initializes a global hash table' To resolve

whether a word has Leen encountered previously, a local and a global hash table are used' Both

these hash tables use words as keys and store the corresponding row indices and frequencies as

values. As the names suggest, the globalhash table keeps track of words and their occurrences in

the entire document colllction while the local hash table does so for just one document' After

initializingtheglobalhashtable,thealgorithmrecursivelywalksthroughtheinputdirectoryto
obtain the list of documents to be processed' The preprocessing algorithm then creates several

threadsofcomputation.Thepurposeofeachthreadistoprocessasetofdocuments
independently and output its results into temporary files' Details of this processing are given in

Figurewhichwediscussinthenextparagraph.Afterallthethreadshavefinished,theglobal
hash table is examined, and words that are too common or too rare are removed from the global

hash table. Unique word ids are assigned to the words that still remain in the global hash table'

The temporary files are then reloaded, the word ids are resolved and then the final vocabulary

and word-by-document matrix are output'

Figure describes the various steps performed by each preprocessing thread' Two decisions

warrant further explanation - the use of temporary files for storing the partial vector space

model and the way in which the local and global hash tables are accessed' As mentioned in the

last section, storing the partial vector space model in main memory would require a few

gigabytes of main memory and is thus prohibitive for modern workstations' Hence to reduce

main memory consumption we store the contents of the local hash table onto temporary files'

6. R.'pnEess lhe lenrJxlrary tiles to aJslgn

the corecl word itls. irnd output tlrtr

r*suhs :rs a sptme tnatrix ir: CCS l'rrrmlt
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Since this only leads to local disk access, the resulting overhead is not substantial' The global

hash table is accessed and modified by all processing threads and hence is a shared resource' In

order to achieve maximum parallelism, we need to minimize the number of times the global hash

table is locked and modified by each processing thread. We achieve this 8 by using a local hash

table to process the entire document first, and then making a block access to the global hash

table. This access involves resolving the word ids and possible modification of the global hash

table, at which time this data structure needs to be locked. See Figure for detairs, especially step

5.

The basic idea is to represent each document as a vector of certain weighted word frequencies' In

ordertodoso,thefollowingparsingandextractionstepsareneeded.llgnoringcase,extractall
unique words from the entire set of documents. 2 Eliminate non-content-bearing "stopwords"

such as 
,,d,,,,and,,,,,the", etc. For sample lists of StOpwords. 3 For each document' COUnt the

number of occurrences of each word'

fficient Clustering of Very LatgeDocument Collections 5 4 Using heuristic or information-

theoretic criteria, eliminate noncontent-bearing "high-frequency" and "low-frequency" words

[sM83]. 5 After the above elimination, suppose w unique words remain' Assign a unique

identifier between 1 and w to each r"*uining word, and a unique identifier between 1 and d to

each document. The above steps outline a simple preprocessing scheme' In addition' one may

extract word phrases such as 'New York," and one may reduce each word to its "root" or

,,Stem,,, thus eliminating pluralS, tenses, prefixes, and suffixes 'The above preprocessing yields

the number of occurrences of word j in iocument i, say, !i , and the number of documents which

contain the word j, saY, dj . Using these counts, we can represent the i-th document as a w-

dimensional vector xi as follows. For 1 5 j < w, set the j-th component of xi ' to be the product of

three terms xji : tji ' gi ' si , where tji is the term weighting component and depends only on f,i '

while gi is the global weighting component and depends on dj , and si is the normalization

componentforxi.lntuitively,tjicapturestherelativeimportanceofawordinadocument'while
gi captures the overall importance of a word in the entire set of documents' The objective of such

weighting schemes is to enhance discrimination between various document vectors for better

retrieval effectiveness . There are many schemes for serecting the term, global, and normalization

components, see fbr various possibilities. In this paper we use the popular tfn scheme known as

normalized term frequency inverse document frequency. This scheme uses tji : fii ' gj : log(d/dj

) and si : rPw j:l(tfido 2'-112. Note that this normalization implies that kxik: f i'e'' each

document vector lies on the surface of the unit sphere in Rllwll' Intuitively' the effect of

normalization is to retain only the proportion of words occurring in a document' This ensures

that documents dealing with the same subject matter (that is, using similar words)' but differing

in length lead to similar document vectors'
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4.4 APPLYING KMEANS ALGORITHM

Given the vector space model, the document vectors may be represented by xl, x2, . . . , xd,

where each xi € Rw. Recall that w stands for the number of unique words in the vector space

model and d is the total number of documents' A clustering of the document collection is its

partitioningintothedisjointsubsetsnl'n2'"''frk'i'e''Ikj:lzcj:{xl'x2'"''xd}andnjOnl:
q,j6:l'

Themostimportantandchallengingcharacterisiticsofthevectorspacemodelsthatarisefrom
text data are high dimensionality and sparsity. Typically, w is in thl thousands and a sparsity of

99% iscommon. For purposes of efficie"y, it i' i'npottunt that the clustering algorithm exploit

the sparsity of the data while giving meaningful ."rul , at the same time. The spherical k-means

algorithm satisfies both these properties und-htn"e is our algorithm of choice' we now briefly

formalize this algorithm highlighting its salient features. More details may be found in [DM01]'

Any text clustering algorithm needs un olr"tti'e notion of similarity between documents' A

widely used measu." If ,i.nilu.ity is the 
"orin" 

of the angle between two document vectors

[FBY92,SM83].Cosinesimilarityiseasytointerpretandsimple*""*.0-:]:^lsparsevectors
and has been used in other information retrieval applications, such as query retrieval' Based on

cosine similarity, we can define the "goodness" or "coherence" of cluster zrj

I *ft"'
I(,611

rrlrr:rr,.*dr xi is iLssur:rtd ta ht: utru,nliztxl srrrh tlrnt llxrll

ttrc tturxr*lizr,tl r:crttruicl of chlst;tll ;-ry'

I*,e'", x;*r:lttF,ll-
By the Caru"h.v-Sr:ll\t'ftra intx$ralitl'-
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sir*ixurit_1, (i* *ur }l.};;-*E- o*rr**) tu *,11 t1* d*curnr*t 'ec:trrs 
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Aggrcgatirlg{.1.1)crvcrallt'hmtcrs.1\'CriilIltlefl'\llrc[ltc.gootlrtr:ssttf
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i=t Xi €tt';

Inttdtir,*11', thel ul:jcctivn firnrrtiou lllt:i*tillrfrl tho cx:trttitirttxl rchor*rtm" *f
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Initialiec*Iuriteriug.startn-ith,-"no'*initialp*rtitioningofthr
rroc,rncrrr vectnrs. ;;; 1-j")11-,' L*t {c}0}}1., n* th. c,trcept

vectors of the a:isoeiated rr**itii*i"g. lkrt tlrt' itt'riltitx ct:u$t f

trl tl.

ft.*usrign rlqrcurn*nt Y(ctorli' Fur each d*cun:ent v*rtor xi' 1 5

i S d, do thc ft:llt:rr'ing:

a" (l*mprtt* *f *ft) ft:r ;ull I : 1' ?' " ' ' k'

b, Frcrnr luno*S ntt xf'cft) cnrupr:tcd iilr*re . lin4 j - &rS ruruil xf'cf 
r

(br*ak tiuu *rrrii#il-v if x; hfts l*rgrst r:usine similflritv rn'ith

tl:*rc thmn $fiil cnrlr:*f,)t roc'r't'nr)'

Ttis inrluctx the new partiti*ni rg

{*i,i - ilrH;rr***fo!'11, 15i 5 k'

Sliptlnt*c",crncxplvnq:tor:s't'l*:rrrput'etlu:t*nm:ptv*rtrrr:*'icorrt:sJrr:nrl-
ing ta the n*n' Piutitioning:

*, : I *0. c({+!} : ft 1 s.i s k'

X;€;;

;t Llhcck the rtoppiug critnri*rn' I{ the stopping critrritr:r is xirtistitrel'

then rxit. ()ttremrixc irrcrtxmc rt iry I anrl gti t$ st'np t ah*r'c.

t+1),')

After applying the kmeans algorithm the documents are clustered as the predefined labels

.Documents which are not assigned to any of the labels are resided at OTHERS folders'This

situation typically takes place due to the changes of the centroids after each assignments'The

classified documents .un u. caued as trained documents and hence we apply the K nearest

neighboralgorithmforfutherclusteringoftheunassigneddocuments.

4.5APPLYINGKNEARESTNEIGHBOUR
ALGORITHM

until now we have classified email documents to the predefined labels'The unassigned

documentsareresidedatanextralabelcalledOTHERS.SothealgorithmworksontheoTHERS
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document vectors once again to assign to the predefined labels'lt has seen that the folder looses

thirty to fourty of the documents that is this amount of documents are assigned to the predefined

labels.The following steps shows how the algorithm works:

l)Go through the unassigned documents from the OTHERS folder one by one and compute the

distance between all the other documents from the training set that is all the documents that are

resided with in the clusters itself'

2)List top K documents which has the least distance metric between them

3)Take the most least pair from the above process and assign the unlabeled document to the

cluster of the Paired one.

AfterKNNfinishesthefoldernamedOTHERSwillstillconsistofsomevectorswhichhas
nothingtodowiththepredefinedlabels.Thedocumentsaretotallydifferentfromthegiven
predefined labels.
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5 RE,SULT:

Our dataset was my personal email messages from gmail'A total of 550 emails are prepared as

text documents for the task.There might different frequent categories in the emails depending on

the users.Emails include mails from individuals as well as from social sites.The user himself can

only know how many categories of mails ends up in his inbox'In my case for the time being I

have the following categories

l)facebook

2)glassdoor

3)howzat cricket

4)sadika

5)banglalion

6)shamsul

7)Mumit

8)void

9)plazza

l0)everjobs

Therefore the very first task was to choose initial centroids on the basis of the predefined labels

as given above.So centroid 1 will be of facebook,centroid 2 will be of glassdoor and so on

Initial result:

EiITERED FinalCluster class
i.nitiallY contentl282'txt
initi-aLIY content65!' txt
initiaLJ.Y content36E"txt
initiatrlY contentXl4'txt
initia}.1Y content0'txt
initiallY content13l"txt
initiallY rontentl3S.txt
initiallY contentll'txt
initiaItrY content346'txtl

i:::::rll..,--:"nt "nt'n6 " txt

As shown above content1202 represent a document regarding facebook,content654 is for

glassdoor and so on.
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Conflr* Request
http: //L,ri!r. facebook. com/n/ ?reqs . php&type=1&fcode=AY8 -XtlrpvXaggEtdaSf=198S03893295771&r=1OAAA349!38a259&mid=5356ablG

See All Requests
http://rw-facebook.com,/n/?reqs.phpr&type=1&mid=5l66ab3G5afle6949b5lG4b1bc4G2&bcode=GcZwiVkltl L.L33A797445.AaQDHnRXl

Hi Shahrier,

Faiyaz fbn Chor+dhury lrants to be fniends with you on Facebook'

Olcner at Self Employed Like a BOSS - BRAC Univensity - Banani Ficdel Tor*n, Dhaka, Bangladesh

4lfriends-2grouPs

Thanks,
The Facebook Team

The ressage uas sent to JishauSgoSogmail.con. If you don't want to re(Eive these emai]-s fnom Facebook in the futun
htt?t I lffi . f acebook, com1o. php ?k=A512FUIdilSllpQePSu=100093491388259&mid=6l66ab3G5af3eO949b6lG4b1bc4G2
Fatebook, In.. Attention: Departfient 415 P.O Box 10605 PaIo Alto CA 94363

File Edit Format View HelP

Your all-access pass is expiring tomorrot',

lje r+anted to let you knotd thst after today your all-acce5s pass to mi1trlons of sslaries an

To get lifetime access to evenything posted by our communi-ty, all r'ie ask i5 that you contr

Don't r+orry &ndash; it ontry takes a $inute and your contribution is anonymaus'

Contribute a salary or Review ::

http:llrtvu.gLassdoor.com/survey/start-input.htm?shor.iSurvey=RfVIEfis&affip;contentOriginHook=Ei'.,,,
::.

As a thank you, r,le enter you for a chance to 4stlong>Hin a FREE iPad<lstrong> ea€h time yo =''

Get hired. Love Your job,
The GLassdoor Team

This rnessage urds sent to jishan0968@gmail.com by Gtr-assdoor. To ensune you receive emails

Unsubscribe
httFs : 1lraar.i. Blassdoor. com/profilelunsubscribeUser-input . htmluserEmailAddress=j ishan09B8@gm

){
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once centroids are chosen then Kmeans and the K nearest neighbor algorithm is started'Below

are some screenshots of the result after the entire process ends

clustering result of facebook.4l assignments out of 58 mails'Rest mails are resided in the

orHERs cluster.contentl205 and lzlgshowing the relevance with the PREDEFINED labels

tester c].ass PRIi$TSTATUS mehtod()

.frut.. number I facebook 41'

contentl2B2 -txt
csntent!29r[" txt
csntent1206. txt
contentl-285," txt
csntentL287. txt
contentL2l2 "txt
content]-21't,txt
csntent].216 ' txt
contentt2l9.txt
contentt2L8. txt
contentX.223. txt
contentt225.txt
rsntentt233 " txt
content1238. txt
csntent1237.txt
content1247.txt
contenti-258 ' txt
contentl257 ' txt
contentL255. txt
rsntentL254.txt
contentl"261. txt
contentl-288. txt
contentL253, txt
ccntent1262, txt
contentE59 - txt
contentS65 ' txt
contentE6S 'txt
csntent867. txt
contenttr2$3 "txt
rontentl-21-8" txt
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:

:

:

1

Vieu Question
http:,//r,n**.facebook.com/n1?questioas%21262a25ao7217814x2F&mid=636de54G5af]eB949b63G4b4d]2G

Hi Shahriar,

Veer l'lohsin asked you tr*ho is the best fon*ard in club football" '

Thanks,
The Facebook Team

il;#;;;=;;=;;=;;il;;;ryE*::1.'".' rr vou don't r';ant to receive these emails rn

http: ,1lr,n*r,r. f ,."uoor.. .iIf l . prrpir=o,iirura*'prrpq"nau=roooo349l'188259&mid=636de54G5af,e0949b6

Facebook, Inc. gtteiii""''olpt"tment 41; p'b-eox 10005 Falo Alto CA 94101

frf,ffi rotr,.at View HtlR

;;;;;ffi:;=;;;;=;;;ilil;iloiou,.""r-f bid=4s4see5812181e4&i d=to8887258r25181&f ro

Shountmo Ahned shared Bob iLlarley's photo'

http://rn.*r.facebook'com/phsto.php}fbid=10151834859855757&set=a.3!77484)67'6.18345x.11753]2

Youarereceivingthisemailbecauseyou,VelistedShournmoAhrnedasaclosefriend.

http:llr***'facebook.cot*lnl}permalirrk.php&story-fbid-454599681218194&j:d-.t}aaa2258]25181&fro

il=ffi]=,=*];;=;;;;=;;=1il;ilrqi*iil "".. rr you don't l,jant to receir,re these emails r

http : //tn**. f 
"c"noor. 

co*/iiittf rf sS alia]lOagazlf ro|n-emaiL-notif=L

Facebook, Inc. Etteniiont O"p""tment 415 P'O Box tOgOS p"t* Alto CA 94301
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Clusteringresultofhowzat.llassignmentsoutoflgmails.RestmailsareresidedintheOTHERS
cluster.content 368 and 551 showing the relevance with the PREDEFINED labels

c]-uster number 3

csntent36E . txt
contentSSE . txt
centent39t, txt
csntent46?. txt
ccntent486. txt
csntent396. txt
content46S - txt
content44S "txt
content452" txt
content526. txt
content5Sl . txt

ho.lr+lat x.'1

__.$

Yor" 1""" needs Your lead! 
&

claim victory! They w111 be extrenely useful fon 
Hj tate ttrese free colns to

I you.
I <http:l/apps.facebook.comlh([rzatcnicket/lplatfornld=2&a=1tD'2&rE1&u'zoP5deqyTQTlvlTjtgojouALRPqQqz-uo7eu*tlr0EjhNicFl'l H

i-J;l f";:*t: I::n:a:il:;-:x":::*::l:"::'H:'l:,'fr"::r'::$:::i'" 
fr

il lilirrrr."r.*et.hos'zat'con'/user/unsubscribe'php?eoail=jishan09o8$gr[ait'coil&cat=z>' E

I o*"r" note that this prosotiona] enalr is being sent fron an euair address 
fi

il'l?',::".::: ;;"l::'il:l:: prease send ii .: "?l:::g:"*'zat'com I
$.-rtii.ttrr*"i[nto*'"t't*i'Lbi"tt=F"* 

the Het'rs]ettens> 
I

$ ,"*, of Servlce (http://t'idw'ga$leventures,'comll-p-aee id=474>Prlvacy Policy 
Iffi.iilritii*i"i-.*lp"i'"lvlpipi e Gaile ventures Pte' Ltd' 20tr2'

$nrr "i.gtt, 
reserved' 

LY'Pri*,' 
I

fi
&

$

m

H
ffi

ffi.g**W**TAm*ww. ,."W';'
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Ei. iait rot."t vifr HetF

rii sirr'r,"ii" lt*"a captain,

You tlere a chamPion a Year backl

Your absence hurts Your teafi

Get back to the action with these 12 coi'ns & bring the

61ory back
<htti://aPgs.facebook'com/hejzatCricket/?platformld-2&a=1&b=2&r=1&u=zoP6deqyTQTlvlTjtggj0UALR,PqQqz.uoTer*}t)sjhNjctc

You've receivea tnit *"ttllt-;;:";;t l"l':: :]tl:o 
up for )unglee 6arnes

emall program. to untua'"niui rrom ungiee Gailes emai]s' please unsubscribe

here
<httP: //cricket' hov'zat ' comlusen/unsubscribe ' phplema i1-j ishan8908ogma i1 ' corn&cat=2> '

p1eage note that this promotionar email is being gent from an email' address

that can not receive emails'
l;;;;"4;;; "nv 

qutttioni' please send it to suPport@ho{zat'com

<f, ,ilto : support@hocat' com')subJ ect=Fron the l'leusletters >

Tprns of service <http:/lts"n.''sa.-:":t:::i:'::i13'3i;t';1]1'Privacv 
Policv

.Hil:,;1.:::11::.;;:;[;:iT;;:""'';;;;'i;"-c"i"' F'l" Lrd 2o,.4

A11 rights resPrved'

clustering result of void.Programming related mails ' 1 l assignments out of 23mails'Rest mails

are resided in the oTHERS cluster.content 1l and 23lshowing the relevance with the

PREDEFINED labels

:luster numben 7

:ontentll".txt
:ontentl2 ' txt
:ontent2S. txt
:cntentzEt ' txt
:ontent32 -txt
rontent3l2-txt
:ontent37 - txt
:ontent68.txt
:ontent69 'txt
:ontent75 " txt
:cntent?79. txt

void x!
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import java' utj.1. Scanner;

public class Lab-l-fask1-2-l
{

publlc static void main (String{largs)
{

Scanner Keyboard = neu Scanner (System'in);

System'out.Pri.nttn(-Please enter an integer :");
int a;
a = Keyboand'n€xtlntO;
Sytt"*lout'p"int1n("You have entered :" + a).;

System.out.println("P1ease enter an lnteger : ");
int b;
b - Keyboard.nextlnt$;
iyrt"*..ut.print1n("You have entered : " + b);

I ir{a)b)
i 

- 
Syta"-.out.print1n("Hurrah I Your first integen is the greater

I one. ");
I ir(a<u)
I 

- 
Sytt"tt'ou*'p"ina]n1*Oops ! Your finst integer is shorter than

I the second one'").;
I i+(a==b)
i 

-'Sita"*.out.print1n(*t'ihat you have entered I Eoth of them are

equa1. ");-1 
,t,

tr 'e*!

,'

i
I

:

:
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class testr"rhitespace {

t @panam args

public stati. void nain(String[] args) {
// IOD6 Auto-genenated aethod stub

wordline scanner;
trv {

s€anner = nm wondline( new
ja'ra. io. lileReader("d : \\t1\\graphs. txt"' ) ) ;

scanner.yYlex( );

SystEm.out.println('{haracters:' + scanner.charcount);
system.out.Printtn("bJord count" + scanner.word(ount)I
Systm.out.Println('Line count" + scanner.line{ount)i

]
catch (java'io.FileNotFoundException e) {

Systern.out.printi.n("Fi1e not found ");
)
catch (java.io'I0lxcePtion e) {

System.out.pnintln('IO enror scanning file");
System. out. Pnintln (e) ;

)
catch (ExcePtion e) {

systefl,out'prlntLn('Unexpected exception: ");
e. print5tackTr^ace( ) ;

Clustering result of Mumit.Mails from an individu al .22assignments out of 30mails.Rest mails

are resided in the OTHERS cluster.content 138 and 161 showing the relevance with the

PREDEFINED labels
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cluste!' nurnber

contentL38. txt
contentl4B. txt
c0ntentL45. txt
content1.46. txt
contentl4T . txt
contentl4S . txt
contentl41. txt
csntentL42. txt
contentt43. txt
content1,l4. txt
contentl53 -txt
contentl52. txt
content1.56 "txt
contentl.54 " 

txt
contentXtl9. txt
contentL5L. . txt
content'158. txt
content163. txt
contentL5S, txt
contentX5?. txt
contentl.6e. txt
content16L. txt

mumit 72

File Edit Fornrat View H€lP

tcse22}-01-su12 
_> Forums -> ileuS forun _> Assignnent 1 - Symbol Table

impLeBentation

Assignffient 1 - Synrbol Table implei*entatlon
by llluit Khan - Thursday, 24 $tay 20!2, 18:24 M

C1ass, Assignment 1 j.s nol,, out, due nPxt thursday-3U35/12 before

midniitrt. YIu basically have to iflpleftent a symboL.table that we've been

discuising in class, uslng an arPay as the undertrying storage to hold all

ths synbols in a lava Pncgt"em'

Here's a piece of advice that u111 serve you well - START l'10!''

See l.bodle for detalls.

ttK
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rllc Eorr rstrrt.r !rc't t tg'r

I

cg22:l0.o1'-suL2->Forums->Ner+sfonum.>Qu1z2solutionavallable

Quiz 2 solutlon available
by lturnit Khan - Tr.resday, 19 June 201-2, 03l.04 Pl4

C1ass, I've uploaded a soLution to quiz*2'

l.'lK
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6)LIMITATIONS

In our thesis work we had few limitations .Both in the preprocessing task as well as in the post

processing part. Many of the implementations regarding these sort of work also include a part of

natural language processing.lt works in the preprocessing phase 'It includes

stemming,lemmatization etc. We did not implemented that part, because it itself introduces a

whole new topic and it's a group task. Vectors might get a little shorter if we used the NLP

subpart.

our second limitation is that we used user given PREDEFINED labels for choosing the initial

centroids. Work load is reduced due to the labels. We did not implement any algorithm for

choosing the initial centroids. Random selection ends up with bad results.

.' '1.,\
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